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the player can choose from the five houses in
evershade valley: the haunted tower, the old
clockworks, the secret mine, the treacherous
mansion, and the gloomy manor. luigi must solve
the mystery of each house to get the missing piece
of the dark moon. at the end of each house, luigi
has to defeat a boss to get the piece of the dark
moon. each house has a special item that can help
luigi with one of the four requirements that he must
fulfill in order to solve the mystery of the dark
moon. there are nine requirements for each house,
and the player must complete all of them to get the
piece of the dark moon. each house is different and
has its own ghost that luigi must defeat to complete
the requirements. the secret mine's requirement is
to find the "secret key", which is hidden in a picture
in the house. the hidden garden's requirement is to
find the "hidden treasure", which is hidden in a
picture in the house. the treasure hunter's
requirement is to find the "treasure map", which is
hidden in a picture in the house. the treacherous
mansion's requirement is to find the "secret gate",
which is hidden in a picture in the house. the
haunted tower's requirement is to find the "haunting
tune", which is hidden in a picture in the house. the
old clockworks' requirement is to find the "time
machine", which is hidden in a picture in the house.
the treacherous mansion's requirement is to find the
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"lost key", which is hidden in a picture in the house.
the secret mine's requirement is to find the "secret
coin", which is hidden in a picture in the house. the
game's translation is handled by a team led by
masaru kaminaga. this team also handled the
localization of the original luigi's mansion for the
game boy. the team had to switch to a different
type of software and also had to handle the
translation to japanese for the second game,
resulting in a lot of corrections to the original text
and missing translations. the developers also
wanted to make sure the script was more consistent
with other mario games.
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Luigi Mansion 2 3ds Rom

luigi is transported to the upper floor of the
mansion. he puts the dark moon into a painting and

enters a room with the dark moon. he then goes
back to the treasure room. luigi finds luigi's

adventure game cartridge and throws it away. luigi
enters the boiler room, and discovers that it is

actually a demon's hideout. he sees a demon named
koopa, who is a ghost who had been trapped by the

boos and was the one that told him to suck e.
gadd's vacuum into the poltergust, which had

already been emptied. he takes luigi to the attic to
learn more about the mansion and his situation. he

explains that he was a demon, who entered the
mansion after a ghost named koopa dragged him
into it and used his own vacuum to suck him into
the poltergust. mario appears as a portrait ghost,

and tells luigi to throw the poltergust away. he then
reveals the boos' plan to suck him back into the
poltergust after him, which they will then release
the ghosts into the mansion. luigi enters the attic

and is confronted by koopa, who tells him the boos
tricked him into bringing e. gadd's vacuum to suck
them all into the poltergust, but they plan to suck
luigi back in after him. mario appears as a portrait

ghost and tells luigi to throw the poltergust into the
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fireplace. he then challenges luigi to save his
brother mario from the boos' trap. when luigi

touches the fireplace, he becomes trapped there
and hears mario's voice. he then hears koopa say,
"what's wrong, luigi? for some reason, you don't

seem like yourself." he begins to feel ill and luigi is
relieved to hear mario's voice, but he hears koopa
and mario argue, with koopa telling mario to come
to him. as luigi is getting weaker, mario comes into
view and asks luigi if he is alright and to get him out

of the fireplace. he then asks if luigi can suck him
out of the fireplace, and luigi promises to try. luigi

uses the game boy horror to scan mario and
discovers that he is trapped in the poltergust 3000

and about to be sucked into the poltergust. he
throws the poltergust away and starts sucking more
ghosts out of it. when it is empty, he goes into the

boiler room and rescues mario. mario tells luigi that
if he comes down, they will both go through the

fireplace together. luigi goes down into the boiler
room and jumps off a ledge, but he is not sucked

into the poltergust; instead, he falls into a trap set
up by the boos. he is thrown into the boiler room

and is about to be sucked into the poltergust, but he
is saved by koopa, who came to rescue him. koopa

tells luigi that the boos have a plan, and if they
didn't, he would have left luigi to die. he says that if
mario can get into the boiler room and plug up the
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boiler, the boos' plan will fail. 5ec8ef588b
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